
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 

CS 6502 -OBJECT ORIENTED ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

Unit-I 

UML DIAGRAMS 

PART-A 

1. What is Object-Oriented Analysis?  

During object-oriented analysis there is an emphasis on finding and describing the        

objects or concepts in the problem domain. For example, in the case of the flight information 

system, some of the concepts include Plane, Flight, and Pilot.  

2.What is Object-Oriented Design?  

During object-oriented design (or simply, object design) there is an emphasis on defining 

software objects and how they collaborate to fulfill the requirements. The combination of 

these two concepts shortly known as object oriented analysis and design. 

3. What is Object-Oriented Analysis and Design? APRIL/MAY-2011 

During object-oriented analysis there is an emphasis on finding and describing the objects or 

concepts in the problem domain. For example, in the case of the flight information system, 

some of the concepts include Plane, Flight, and Pilot.  

During object-oriented design (or simply, object design) there is an emphasis on defining 

software objects and how they collaborate to fulfill the requirements. The combination of 

these two concepts shortly known as object oriented analysis and design. 

4. What is Analysis and Design? 

Analysis emphasizes an investigation of the problem and requirements, rather than a solution. 

Design emphasizes a conceptual solution (in software and hardware) that fulfills the 

requirements, rather than its implementation. For example, a description of a database 

schema and software objects. 

5. Define Design Class Diagrams 

A static view of the class definitions is usefully shown with a design class diagram. This 

illustrates the attributes and methods of the classes. 

6. What is the UML? MAY/JUNE 2012 
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The Unified Modeling Language is a visual language for specifying, constructing and 

documenting the artifacts of systems. 

       

7.  What are the three ways and perspectives to Apply UML? 

      Ways  - UML as sketch, UML as blueprint, UML as programming language 

      Perspectives-Conceptual perspective, Specification (software) perspective, Implementation          

      (Software) perspective. 

 

 8. What is Inception? APIRAL/MAY-2011 

      Inception is the initial short step to establish a common vision and basic scope for the           

      Project. It will include analysis of perhaps 10% of the use cases, analysis of the critical non-       

      Functional requirement, creation of a business case, and preparation of the development                      

      Environment so that programming can start in the elaboration phase. Inception in one   

      Sentence:  Envision the product scope, vision, and business case. 

9. What Artifacts May Start in Inception? 

Some sample artifacts are Vision and Business Case, Use-Case Model, Supplementary          

Specification, Glossary, Risk List & Risk Management Plan, Prototypes and proof-of-concepts 

etc. 

10. Define Requirements and mention its types. 

Requirements are capabilities and conditions to which the system and more broadly, the project 

must conform.  

1. Functional  

2. Reliability  

3. Performance  

4. Supportability  

11. What are Actors? 

 

An actor is something with behavior, such as a person (identified by role), computer system, or 

organization; for example, a cashier. 

 

12. What is a scenario? 

 

A scenario is a specific sequence of actions and interactions between actors and the system; it is 

also called a use case instance. It is one particular story of using a system, or one path through 

the use case; for example, the scenario of successfully purchasing items with cash, or the 

scenario of failing to purchase items because of a credit payment denial. 
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13. Define Use case. 

 

A use case is a collection of related success and failure scenarios that describe an actor using a 

system to support a goal. Use cases are text documents, not diagrams, and use-case modeling is 

primarily an act of writing text, not drawing diagrams. 

 

14. What are Three Kinds of Actors? 

 

Primary actor, Supporting actor, offstage actor. 

 

 

15. What Tests Can Help Find Useful Use Cases? 

 

        1. The Boss Test 

        2. The EBP Test 

        3. The Size Test 

 

16. What are Use Case Diagrams? 

 

 A use case diagram is an excellent picture of the system context; it makes a good context 

diagram that is, showing the boundary of a system, what lies outside of it, and how it gets used. 

It serves as a communication tool that summarizes the behavior of a system and its actors. 

 

17. What are Activity Diagrams? 

 

A diagram which is useful to visualize workflows and business processes. These can be a useful 

alternative or adjunct to writing the use case text, especially for business use cases that describe 

complex workflows involving many parties and concurrent actions. 

 

18. List the relationships used in use cases? MAY/JUNE 2012 

1.Include 

2.Extend 

3.Generalize 

 

19.What Tests Can Help Find Useful Use Cases? 

 

        1. The Boss Test 

        2. The EBP Test 

        3. The Size Test 

 

 

20. What is an object? 

An object is a combination of data and logic; the representation of some real-world entity. 

 21. What is the main advantage of object-oriented development? 
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• High level of abstraction 

• Seamless transition among different phases of software development 

• Encouragement of good programming techniques. 

• Promotion of reusability. 

 22. What is Object Oriented System development methodology? 

Object oriented system development methodology is a way to develop software by building self-

contained modules or objects that can be easily replaced, modified and reused. 

 23. Distinguish between method and message in object. 

 Method Message 

i) Methods are similar to functions, procedures or subroutines in more traditional programming 

languages. Message essentially are non-specific function calls. 

ii) Method is the implementation. Message is the instruction. 

iii) In an object oriented system, a method is invoked by sending an object a message. An object 

understands a message when it can match the message to a method that has the same name as the 

message. 

 

24. What is meant by State chart Diagrams? 

 

 A UML state chart diagram, illustrates the interesting events and states of an object, and the 

behavior of an object in reaction to an event. Transitions are shown as arrows, labeled with their 

event. States are shown in rounded rectangles. It is common to include an initial pseudo-state, 

which automatically transitions to another state when the instance is created. 

 

25. State chart Diagrams in the UP? 

 

 There is not one model in the UP called the "state model." Rather, any element in any model 

(Design Model, Domain Model, and so forth) may have a state chart to better understand or 

communicate its dynamic behavior in response to events. For example, a state chart associated 

with the Sale design class of the Design Model is itself part of the Design Model. 

 

26. Utility of Use Case State chart Diagrams. 

 

  - Hard-coded conditional tests for out-of-order events 

  - Use of the State pattern (discussed in a subsequent chapter) 

  - disabling widgets in active windows to disallow illegal events (a desirable approach) 
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  - A state machine interpreter that runs a state table representing a use case 

   State chart diagram. 

27.What is the use of component diagram?[ MAY/JUNE 2012] 

A component is a code module. Component diagrams are physical analogs of class 

diagram. Deployment diagrams show the physical configurations of software and hardware. 

28.Define component with an example[NOV/DEC 2011, NOV/DEC 2012] 

i. A component represents a modular part of a system that encapsulates its contents and 

whose manifestation is replaceable within its environment. 

ii. A component defines its behavior in terms of provided and required interfaces,it serves as 

a type. 

 

 

PART- B 

 

1. List out the components of Object-Oriented Analysis and Design. 

-Applying UML and Patterns in OOA/D  

-Assigning Responsibilities  

-What Is Analysis and Design? 

-What Is Object-Oriented Analysis and Design? 

-An Example  

-The UML  

 

 

2. Explain about Unified process phases. APRIL/MAY-2011 

 

- Iterative Development  

- UP  Practices and Concepts  

-The UP Phases and Schedule 

-The UP Disciplines (was Workflows) 

-The Agile UP  

-The Sequential "Waterfall 

 

3. Explain about Use-Case Model and its Writing Requirements in Context. APRIL/MAY-2011 

 

-Background  

-Use Cases and Adding Value  

-Use Cases and Functional Requirements  

-Use Case Types and Formats  
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-Fully Dressed Example: Process Sale  

-Relating use cases- Include, Exclude,Generalize 

-Example with diagram-ATM, Library Management System etc 

 

4. Explain interaction diagrams with suitable example. (16) 

The term interaction diagram is a generalization of two more specialized UML diagram 

types: 

 sequence diagrams 

 communication diagrams 

Both can express similar interactions. 

 Sequence diagrams illustrate interactions in a kind of fence format, in which each new 

object is added to the right, as shown in Figure. 

 

Figure: Sequence diagram 

 class A has a method named deOne and an attribute of type B.  Also, that class B has 

method named toTwo and doThree.  Perhaps the partial definition of class A is: 

 

 public class A 
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 { 

 private B myB = new B(); 

 public void done() 

 { 

  my B.doTwo(); 

  myB.doThree(); 

 } 

 // … 

 } 

Communication diagrams illustrate object interactions in a graph or network format, in which 

objects can be placed anywhere on the diagram  

 

 

Figure: Communication diagram. 

 Strengths and weaknesses of sequence vs.  Communication diagrams 
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Type Strengths Weaknesses 

sequence  Clearly shows sequence or time 

ordering of messages 

Forced to extend to the right when 

adding new objects; consumes 

horizontal space 

Communication space economical-flexibility to add 

new objects in two dimensions 

More difficult to see sequence of 

messages fewer notation options 

 

 Example Sequence Diagram: makePayment 

 

 

Figure: Sequence diagram. 

 

 

 

 Figure: Communication diagram  

5.activity diagram (billing) (8) 
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Note: examples 

A UML activity diagram offers rich notation to show a sequence of activities, including 

parallel activities.  It may be applied to any perspective or purpose, but is popular for 

visualizing business workflows and processes, and use cases. 

 

 

6.List various UML diagrams and explain the purpose of diagram (May/June 2014) 

UML Diagrams: 

Diagrams are the heart of UML. These diagrams are broadly categorized as structural and behavioral 

diagrams. 

 Structural diagrams are consists of static diagrams like class diagram, object diagram etc. 
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 Behavioral diagrams are consists of dynamic diagrams like sequence diagram, collaboration 

diagram etc.The static and dynamic nature of a system is visualized by using these diagrams. 

Class diagrams:Class diagrams are the most popular UML diagrams used by the object oriented 

community. It describes the objects in a system and their relationships. Class diagram consists of 

attributes and functions. 

Object Diagram:An object diagram is an instance of a class diagram. So the basic elements are similar to 

a class diagram. Object diagrams are consists of objects and links. It captures the instance of the system at 

a particular moment. 

Component Diagram:Component diagrams are special kind of UML diagram to describe static 

implementation view of a system. Component diagrams consist of physical components like libraries, 

files, folders etc. 

Deployment Diagram:Component diagrams are used to describe the static deployment view of a system. 

These diagrams are mainly used by system engineers. 

Use Case Diagram;Use case diagram is used to capture the dynamic nature of a system. It consists of use 

cases, actors and their relationships. Use case diagram is used at a high level design to capture the 

requirements of a system. 

Interaction Diagram:Interaction diagrams are used for capturing dynamic nature of a system. Sequence 

and collaboration diagrams are the interaction diagrams used for this purpose. 

Statechart Diagram:Statechart diagrams are one of the five diagrams used for modeling dynamic nature 

of a system. These diagrams are used to model the entire life cycle of an object. Activity diagram is a 

special kind of Statechart diagram. 

Activity Diagram:Activity diagram is another important diagram to describe dynamic behaviour. 

Activity diagram consists of activities, links, relationships etc. It models all types of flows like parallel, 

single, concurrent etc. 

Activity diagram describes the flow control from one activity to another without any messages. These 

diagrams are used to model high level view of business requirements. 

7. Explain in detail about object oriented emphasizes representation of objects. 

Object-Oriented Analysis: 

• An investigation of the problem (rather than how a solution is defined) 

• During OO analysis, there is an emphasis on finding and describing the objects (orconcepts) in 

the problem domain 

Object-Oriented Design: 

• Emphasizes a conceptual solution that fulfils the requirements. 

• Need to define software objects and how they collaborate to fulfill the requirements 
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• For example, in the Library Information System, a Book software object may have a title 

Attribute and a get Chapter method  

From Design to Implementation: 

 

 

Constructing Use Case Diagrams from the External View 
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UNIT-II 

DESIGN PATTERNS 

PART- A 

 

1. How to Choosing the Initial Domain Object? 

 

 Choose as an initial domain object a class at or near the root of the containment or aggregation 

hierarchy of domain objects. This may be a facade controller, such as Register, or some other 

object considered to contain all or most other objects, such as a Store. 

 

2. How to Connecting the UI Layer to the Domain Layer? 

 

• An initializing routine (for example, a Java main method) creates both a UI and a domain 

object, and passes the domain object to the UI. 

• A UI object retrieves the domain object from a well-known source, such as a factory object that 

is responsible for creating domain objects. 

 

3. Mention the Interface and Domain Layer Responsibilities. 

 

The UI layer should not have any domain logic responsibilities. It should only be responsible for 

user interface tasks, such as updating widgets. The UI layer should forward requests for all 

domain-oriented tasks on to the domain layer, which is responsible for handling them. 

 

5. Define patterns. 

 

A pattern is a named problem/solution pair that can be applied in new context, with advice on 

how to apply it in novel situations and discussion of its trade-offs. 

 

6. How to Apply the GRASP Patterns? 

 

The following sections present the first five GRASP patterns: 

. Information Expert 

. Creator 

. High Cohesion 

. Low Coupling 

. Controller 

 

7. Define Responsibilities and Methods. 

 

The UML defines a responsibility as "a contract or obligation of a classifier" [OMG01]. 

Responsibilities are related to the obligations of an object in terms of its behavior. Basically, 

these responsibilities are of the following two types: 

- knowing 

-doing 
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Doing responsibilities of an object include: 

- doing something itself, such as creating an object or doing a calculation 

- initiating action in other objects 

-controlling and coordinating activities in other objects 

Knowing responsibilities of an object include: 

- knowing about private encapsulated data 

- knowing about related objects 

- knowing about things it can derive or calculate 

 

8. Who is creator? 

Solution   Assign class B the responsibility to create an instance of class A if one or more 

of the following is true: 

. B aggregates an object. 

. B contains an object. 

. B records instances of objects. 

. B closely uses objects. 

. B has the initializing data that will be passed to A when it is created (thus B is an Expert with 

respect to creating A). 

B is a creator of an object. 

If more than one option applies, prefer a class B which aggregates or contains class A. 

 

9. List out some scenarios that illustrate varying degrees of functional cohesion. 

 

-Very low cohesion 

 -low cohesion 

-High cohesion 

-Moderate cohesion 

 

10. Define Modular Design. 

Coupling and cohesion are old principles in software design; designing with objects does not 

imply ignoring well-established fundamentals. Another of these. Which is strongly related to 

coupling and cohesion? is to promote modular design. 

 

11. What are the advantages of Factory objects? 

 

• Separate the responsibility of complex creation into cohesive helper objects. 

• Hide potentially complex creation logic. 

• Allow introduction of performance-enhancing memory management strategies, such as object 

caching or recycling. 

 

12. Designing for Non-Functional or Quality Requirements. 

 

Interestingly—and this a key point in software architecture—it is common that the large-scale 

themes, patterns, and structures of the software architecture are shaped by the designs to resolve 

the non-functional or quality requirements, rather than the basic business logic. 

13. Abstract for Factory (GoF) for Families of Related Objects. 
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The Java POS implementations will be purchased from manufacturers. 

For example5: 

// IBM's drivers 

com.ibm.pos.jpos.CashDrawer (implements jpos.CashDrawer) 

com.ibm.pos.jpos.CoinDispenser (implements jpos.CoinDispenser) 

// NCR's drivers 

com.ncr.posdrivers.CashDrawer (implements jpos.CashDrawer) 

com.ncr.posdrivers.CoinDispenser (implements 

jpos.CoinDispenser) 

 

14. What is meant by Abstract Class Abstract Factory? 

 

A common variation on Abstract Factory is to create an abstract class factory that is accessed 

using the Singleton pattern, reads from a system property to decide which of its subclass 

factories to create, and then returns the appropriate subclass instance. This is used, for example, 

in the Java libraries with the java.awt.Toolkit class, which is an abstract class abstract factory for 

creating families of GUI widgets for different operating system and GUI subsystems. 

 

15. What is meant by Fine-Grained Classes? 

  

Consider the creation of the Credit Card, Drivers License, and Check software objects. Our first 

impulse might be to record the data they hold simply in their related payment classes, and 

eliminate such fine-grained classes. However, it is usually a more profitable strategy to use them; 

they often end up providing useful behavior and being reusable. For example, the Credit Card is 

a natural Expert on telling you its credit company type (Visa, MasterCard, and so on). 

This behavior will turn out to be necessary for our application. 

 

16. Define coupling. APIRAL/MAY-2011 

The degree to which components depend on one another.  There are two types of coupling, 

"tight" and "loose".  Loose coupling is desirable for good software engineering but tight coupling 

may be necessary for maximum performance.  Coupling is increased when the data exchanged 

between components becomes larger or more complex. 

17. What are the advantages of Factory objects?  

• Separate the responsibility of complex creation into cohesive helper objects.  

• Hide potentially complex creation logic.  

• Allow introduction of performance-enhancing memory management strategies, such as object 

caching or recycling. 

 

18. Give example for Information Expert pattern or principle? 
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 Name: Information Expert 

            Problem: How to assign responsibilities to objects? 

            Solution: Assign responsibility to the class that has the information needed to fulfill it 

• ATM application – to know the balance amt we need 

• 1. The acc no of a customer whose balance amt must be known. 

• 2. The transactions till date for the same customer. 

This information must be available in a class bank.  

Therefore by information expert the bank class will return the acc no and balance details 

19. State the use of Design patterns? (Nov/Dec 2013) (Nov/Dec 2014) 

 Understandability: Classes are easier to understand in isolation. 

 Maintainability: Classes aren’t affected by changes in other components. 

 Reusability: easier to grab hold of classes. 

20. Write the differences between design patterns and frameworks. 

• Design patterns are more abstract than frameworks.  

• Design patterns are smaller architectural elements than frameworks.  

• Design patterns are less specialized than frameworks. 

 

PART- B 

1. Explain Grasp: designing objects with responsibilities. 

-Responsibilities and Methods  

-Responsibilities and Interaction Diagrams 

-Patterns 

 

2. Explain GRASP: Patterns of General Principles in Assigning Responsibilities. 

APIRAL/MAY-2011 
-The UML Class Diagram Notation  

-Information Expert (or Expert)  

-Creator  

-low coupling  

-high cohesion  

-controller  

-object design and CRC CARDS 

 

3. How to Determining the Visibility of the Design Model? 
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 -Visibility between Objects  

 -Visibility  

 

4. Explain about Patterns for Assigning Responsibilities. 

-Polymorphism  

-Pure Fabrication  

-Indirection  

-Protected Variations 

 

5. Designing the Use-Case Realizations with GoF Design Patterns. APRIL/MAY-2011 

 

-Analysis" Discoveries during Design: Domain Model  

-Factory  

-Singleton  

-Conclusion of the External Services with Varying Interfaces Problem 3 

-Strategy  

-Composite  

-Facade  

6. Explain Creator and Information Expert with an Example?(May/June 2013) 

Creator: 

Problem: Who should be responsible for creating a new instance of some class? 

The creation of objects is one of the most common activities in an object-oriented system. 

It is useful to have a general principle for the assignment of creation responsibilities. 

Assigned well, the design can support low coupling, increased clarity, encapsulation and 

reusability. 

Solution: Assign class B the responsibility to create an instance of class A if one of these 

is true (the more the better): 

 B “contains” or compositely aggregates A. 

 B records A. 

 B closely uses A. 

 B has the initializing data for A that will be passed to A when it is created. Thus B 

is an Expert with respect to creating A. 

B is the creator of A objects: If more than one option applies, usually prefer a class B 

which aggregates or contains class A. 
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PARTIAL DOMAIN MODEL 

 

formation Expert: 

Problem: What is a general principle of assigning responsibilities to objects? 

A design model may define hundreds of thousands of software classes, and an application 

may require hundreds of thousands of responsibilities to be fulfilled. During object 

design, when the interactions between objects are defined, choices about the assignment 

of responsibilities to software classes can be made. 

Solution: Assign a responsibility to the information expert-the class that has the 

information necessary to fulfill the responsibility. 

 
ASSOCIATION OF SALE 

 

7. Explain Low Coupling and Controller with an Example? (May/June 2013) 

Low Coupling 

Problem: How to support low dependency, low change impact, and increased reuse? 

Coupling is a measure of how strongly one element is connected to, has knowledge of, or 

relies on another elements. An element with low or weak coupling is not dependent on 

too many other elements. These elements include classes, subsystems, and systems. 

A class with high or strong coupling relies on many other classes. Such classes may be 

undesirable; some suffer from the following problems: 

 Forced local changes because of changes in related classes. 

 Harder to understand in isolation. 

 Harder to reuse because its use requires the additional presence of the classes on 

which it is dependent. 

Solution: Assign a responsibility so that coupling remains low. Use this principle to 

evaluate alternatives. 

 

 
SALE CREATES PLACEMENT 

Controller:  
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Problem: What first object beyond the UI layer receives and coordinates (controls) a 

system operation? 

A Controller is the first object beyond the UI layer that is responsible for receiving or 

handling a system operation message. 

Solution: assign the responsibility to a class representing one of the following choices: 

 Represents the overall “system”, a “root object”, a device that the software is 

running within, or a major subsystem-these are all variations of a façade 

controller. 

 Represents a use case scenario within which the system event occurs, often named 

<UseCaseName> Handler, <UseCaseName> Coordinator, or <UseCaseName> 

Session. 

 Use the same controller class for all system events in the same use case 

scenario. 

 Informally, asession is an instance of a conversation with an actor. 

Sessions can be of any length but are often organized in terms of use 

cases. 

 

 

WHAT OBJECT SHOULD BE THE CONTROLLER FOR ENTERITEM? 
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UNIT-III 

CASE STUDY 

PART- A 

 

1. What is Elaboration? 

Elaboration is the initial series of iterations during which the team does serious investigation, 

implements (programs and tests) the core architecture, clarifies most requirements, and tackles 

the high-risk issues. In the UP, "risk" includes business value. Therefore, early work may include 

implementing scenarios that are deemed important, but are not especially technically risky. 

 

2. What are the tasks performed in elaboration? 

 the core, risky software architecture is programmed and tested 

 the majority of requirements are discovered and stabilized 

 the major risks are mitigated or retired 

3. What are the key ideas and best practices that will manifest in elaboration? 

 do short time boxed risk-driven iterations 

 start programming early 

 adaptively design, implement, and test the core and risky parts of the architecture 

 test early, often, realistically 

 adapt based on feedback from tests, users, developers 

 write most of the use cases and other requirements in detail, through a series of 

workshops, once per elaboration iteration 

4. What Artifacts May Start in Elaboration? 

Domain Model This is a visualization of the domain concepts; it is similar to a static 

information model of the domain entities. 

Design Model This is the set of diagrams that describes the logical design. This includes 

software class diagrams, object interaction diagrams, package diagrams, 

and so forth. 

Software 

Architecture 

Document 

A learning aid that summarizes the key architectural issues and their 

resolution in the design. It is a summary of the outstanding design ideas 

and their motivation in the system. 

Data Model This includes the database schemas, and the mapping strategies between 

object and non-object representations. 

Use-Case Descriptions of the user interface, paths of navigation, usability models, 
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Storyboards, UI 

Prototypes 

and so forth. 

 

 

5. What are the key ideas for Planning the Next Iteration? 

Organize requirements and iterations by risk, coverage, and criticality. 

6. What is a Domain Model? APIRAL/MAY-2011 

A domain model is a visual representation of conceptual classes or real-situation objects in a 

domain. The term "Domain Model" means a representation of real-situation conceptual classes, 

not of software objects. The term does not mean a set of diagrams describing software classes, 

the domain layer of a software architecture, or software objects with responsibilities. 

 

 

7. How the domain model is illustrated? 

 Applying UML notation, a domain model is illustrated with a set of class diagrams in which no 

operations (method signatures) are defined. It provides a conceptual perspective. It may show: 

 domain objects or conceptual classes 

 associations between conceptual classes 

 attributes of conceptual classes 

8. Why Call a Domain Model a "Visual Dictionary"? 

The information it illustrates could alternatively have been expressed in plain text. But it's easy 

to understand the terms and especially their relationships in a visual language, since our brains 

are good at understanding visual elements and line connections. Therefore, the domain model is 

a visual dictionary of the noteworthy abstractions, domain vocabulary, and information content 

of the domain. 

9. What are the elements not suitable in a domain model? 

 The following elements are not suitable in a domain model 

 Software artifacts, such as a window or a database, unless the domain being modeled is 

of software concepts, such as a model of graphical user interfaces. 

 Responsibilities or methods 

10. What are Conceptual Classes? 
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The domain model illustrates conceptual classes or vocabulary in the domain. Informally, a 

conceptual class is an idea, thing, or object. More formally, a conceptual class may be considered 

in terms of its symbol, intension, and extension 

 Symbol words or images representing a conceptual class. 

 Intension the definition of a conceptual class. 

 Extension the set of examples to which the conceptual class applies 

11. How to Create a Domain Model? 

The current iteration requirements under design: 

1. Find the conceptual classes (see a following guideline). 

2. Draw them as classes in a UML class diagram. 

3. Add associations and attributes.  

12. How to Find Conceptual Classes? 

1. Reuse or modify existing models. This is the first, best, and usually easiest approach, and 

where I will start if I can. There are published, well-crafted domain models and data 

models (which can be modified into domain models) for many common domains, such as 

inventory, finance, health, and so forth. Example books that I'll turn to include Analysis 

Patterns by Martin Fowler, Data Model Patterns by David Hay, and the Data Model 

Resource Book (volumes 1 and 2) by Len Silverton. 

2. Use a category list. 

3. Identify noun phrases. 

 

13. Mention some Conceptual Class Category. 

Conceptual Class Category Examples 

business transactions 

 

Sale, Payment 

Reservation 

transaction line items 

 

Sales Line Item 

product or service related to a transaction or 

transaction line item 

 

Item 

Flight, Seat, Meal 
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Conceptual Class Category Examples 

where is the transaction recorded? 

 

Register, Ledger 

Flight Manifest 

roles of people or organizations related to the 

transaction; actors in the use case 

 

Cashier, Customer, Store Monopoly 

Player Passenger, Airline 

place of transaction; place of service Store 

Airport, Plane, Seat 

14. Define Association. 

An association is a relationship between classes (more precisely, instances of those classes) that 

indicates some meaningful and interesting connection. 

15. Why Should We Avoid Adding Many Associations? 

We need to avoid adding too many associations to a domain model. Digging back into our 

discrete mathematics studies, you may recall that in a graph with n nodes, there can be 

associations to other nodes a potentially very large number. A domain model with 20 classes 

could have 190 associations’ lines! Many lines on the diagram will obscure it with "visual 

noise." Therefore, be parsimonious about adding association lines. Use the criterion guidelines 

suggested in this chapter, and focus on "need-to-remember" associations. 

16. How to Name an Association in UML? 

Name an association based on a Class Name-Verb Phrase-Class Name format where the verb 

phrase creates a sequence that is readable and meaningful. 

17. What is Aggregation? APRIL/MAY-2011 

Aggregation is a vague kind of association in the UML that loosely suggests whole-part 

relationships (as do many ordinary associations). It has no meaningful distinct semantics in the 

UML versus a plain association, but the term is defined in the UML. 

18. What is composition? APRIL/MAY-2011 

Composition, also known as composite aggregation, is a strong kind of whole-part aggregation 

and is useful to show in some models. A composition relationship implies that 1) an instance of 

the part (such as a Square) belongs to only one composite instance (such as one Board) at a time, 

2) the part must always belong to a composite (no free-floating Fingers), and 3) the composite is 
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responsible for the creation and deletion of its parts either by itself creating/deleting the parts, or 

by collaborating with other objects. 

19. Mention the guidelines that suggest when to show aggregation. 

  The lifetime of the part is bound within the lifetime of the composite there is a create-

delete dependency of the part on the whole. 

 There is an obvious whole-part physical or logical assembly. 

 Some properties of the composite propagate to the parts, such as the location. 

 Operations applied to the composite propagate to the parts, such as destruction, 

movement, and recording. 

20. What is an activity diagram? 

A UML activity diagram shows sequential and parallel activities in a process. They are useful for 

modeling business processes, workflows, data flows, and complex algorithms. Basic UML 

activity diagram notation illustrates an action, partition, fork, join, and object node. In essence, 

this diagram shows a sequence of actions, some of which may be parallel. Most of the notation is 

self-explanatory; two subtle points: 

 once an action is finished, there is an automatic outgoing transition 

 the diagram can show both control flow and data flow 

 

 

 

 

PART –B 

1. Write briefly about elaboration and discuss the differences between Elaboration and Inception 

with examples. 

-Iteration 1 Requirements and Emphasis: Core OOA/D Skills 

-Inception and Elaboration 

-Planning the Next Iteration 

2. Illustrate the concept of Domain model with examples. APRIL/MAY-2011 

-Definitions 

-Guidelines for creating domain model 

-Examples  
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3. Explain the guidelines for finding Conceptual Classes with neat diagrams 

- Three Strategies 

-Find and Draw Conceptual Classes 

 

4. What is activity diagram? Explain about its applications briefly? APRIL/MAY-2011 

-UML Activity Diagram Notation 

-Guidelines for activity modeling 

-Example –Next Gen Activity Diagram  

5. Explain about Aggregations and compositions  

-Definitions 

-Identify Composition &Aggregations 

-Example: Composition in the Next Gen Domain Model 

 

6. Explain about POS generation systems. 

 

-The Next Gen POS System  

-Architectural Layers and Case Study Emphasis  

-Iterative Development and Iterative Learning 

  

7. Define Inception. Explain about artifacts of Inception 

 

-Inception: An Analogy 

-What Artifacts May Start in Inception 

- You Didn't Understand Inception When... 
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UNIT-IV    

APPLYING DESIGN PATTERNS 

1. What is meant by System Sequence Diagrams? APRIL/MAY-2011 

 A system sequence diagram (SSD) is a picture that shows, for a particular scenario of a use case, 

the events that external actors generate their order, and inter-system events. All systems are 

treated as a black box; the emphasis of the diagram is events that cross the system boundary from 

actors to systems. 

 

2. What is meant by System Behavior? 

System behavior is a description of what a system does, without explaining how it does it. One 

Part of that description is a system sequence diagram. Other parts include the Use cases, and 

system contracts (to be discussed later). 

 

3. What is meant by Inter-System SSDs? 

 

SSDs can also be used to illustrate collaborations between systems, such as between the Next 

Gen POS and the external credit payment authorizer. However, this is deferred until a later 

iteration in the case study, since this iteration does not include remote systems collaboration. 

4. Define System Events and the System Boundary. 

To identify system events, it is necessary to be clear on the choice of system boundary, as 

discussed in the prior chapter on use cases. For the purposes of software development, the 

system boundary is usually chosen to be the software system itself; in this context, a system 

event is an external event that directly stimulates the software. 

5. How to Naming System Events and Operations? 

System events (and their associated system operations) should be expressed at the level of intent 

rather than in terms of the physical input medium or interface widget level. 

 It also improves clarity to start the name of a system event with a verb Thus "enter item" is 

better than "scan" (that is, laser scan) because it captures the intent of the operation while 

remaining abstract and noncommittal with respect to design choices about what interface is used 

to capture the system event. 

6. What is meant by interaction diagram? 

The term interaction diagram is a generalization of two more specialized UML diagram types; 

both can be used to express similar message interactions: 

. Collaboration diagrams 

. Sequence diagrams 
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7. What is meant by link? 

A link is a connection path between two objects; it indicates some form of navigation And 

visibility between the objects is possible . More formally, a link is an instance of an association. 

For example, there is a link or path of navigation from a Register to a Sale, along which 

messages may flow, such as the make 2 Payment message. 

 

8. What is meant by Messages? 

Each message between objects is represented with a message expression and small arrow 

indicating the direction of the message. Many messages may flow along this link. A sequence 

number is added to show the sequential order of messages in the current thread of control. 

 

9. How to create an instance? 

Any message can be used to create an instance, but there is a convention in the UML to use a 

message named create for this purpose. If another (perhaps less obvious) message name is used, 

the message may be annotated with a special feature called a UML stereotype, like so: «create». 

The create message may include parameters, indicating the passing of initial values. This 

indicates, for example, a constructor call with parameters in Java. 

 

10.List the relationships used in class diagram? APRIL/MAY-2011 

o Generalization(class to class) 

o Association (object to object) 

o Aggregation (object to object) 

o Composition (object to object) 

11.How to show methods in class diagram? 

A UML method is the implementation of an operation. If constraints are defined, the method must 

satisfy them. A method may be illustrated in class diagrams with a UML note symbol stereotype with 

<<method>>. 

12.Define Active class. 

An active object runs on and controls its own thread of execution. Active classes are just Classes which 

represents an independent flow of control. Active class share the same properties as all the other classes. 

When an active object is created, the associated flow of control is started. When the object is destroyed 

the associated flow of control is terminated. 
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13.Justify why class diagram is called static object modelling. 

The UML class diagram does not have any dynamic elements and all the representations are static. The 

classes and the methods in the classes do not change with respect to any external criteria. The 

characteristics and the methods of a class are standard and constant and cannot be changed. Therefore, 

the class diagram is called as static object modelling. 

14.List the relationships used in class diagram. 

The various relationships used in class diagrams are: 

 Association with multiplicities. 

 Interface implementation 

 Inheritance 

 Dependency 

 Composition over Aggregation 

 Qualified Association 

 Qualified association 

 Association Class 

15.Define singleton class with an example. 

When exactly one instance of a class is allowed, it is called a “singleton” class. In UML diagram, such a 

class can be marked with a “I” in the upper right corner of the name component. 

16.What is Logical Architecture? 

The logical architecture is the large scale organization of the software classes into packages, 

namespaces, subsystems and layers. It’s called the logical architecture because there’s no decision about 

how these elements are deployed across different operating system processes or across physical 

computers in a network. An architectural pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization schema 

for software systems. It provides a set of predefined subsystems, specifies their responsibilities, and 

includes rules and guidelines for organizing the relationships between them. 

17.What are the types in layered architecture? List the layers in OO system. 

 Strict layered architecture 

 Relaxed layered architecture 

 Layers in OO architecture: 

 User Interface 
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 Application Logic and Domain Objects 

 Technical Services 

18.Define package and draw the UML notation for package. 

A UML package diagram provides a way to group elements. It can group anything: classes, other 

packages, use cases. UML package diagrams are often used to illustrate the logical architecture of a 

system -the layers, the subsystems, packages. 

The package name is placed on the tab if the package shows the inner members or on the main folder 

if not. Dependency or coupling is shown by the UML – dependency line – a dashed line with arrow 

pointing towards depended on package. Fully qualified names are represented in UML for example 

as java :: util:: date 

UML notation for package 

 

19.Give the benefits of using layers. 

Relaxed complexity is encapsulated and decomposable. 

Lower layers contain reusable functions 

Some layers (primarily the domain and technical services) can be distributed. 

Development by team is aided because of the logical segmentation 

Some layers can be replaced with new implementations. 

20.Relationship between domain layer and domain model. 

The domain layer is part of the software and the domain model is part of the conceptual perspective 

analysis. By creating a domain layer with inspiration from the domain model, a lower representation 

gap between the real world domain and the software design is achieved. 

21.Define tiers, layers and partition. 
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Tier in architecture is a logical layer, not a physical node. The layers of architecture are said to 

represent the vertical slices, while partitions represent a horizontal division of relatively parallel 

subsystems of a layer.  

Ex: The technical services layer may be divided into partitions such as security and reporting. 

22.Define model view separation principle. 

The model view separation principle states that model objects should not have direct knowledge of 

view objects, at least as view objects. Ex: a register or sale object should not directly send a message 

to a GUI window object process Sale Frame, asking it to display something. 

23.What are the various GoF design patterns? 

 Adapter 

 Factory 

 Singleton 

 Strategy 

 Composite 

 Façade 

 Observer  

24.What is the use of GoF design pattern? 

The GoF design patterns help to resolve and simplify the key software development processes such as, 

 Flexibility 

 Extensibility 

 Dependability 

 Predictability 

 Scalability 

 Efficiency 

25.What are the interactive diagrams? List out the components involved in interaction diagrams. 

What is the use of interaction diagrams? 

The UML interaction diagrams are used to illustrate how objects interact via messages. They are used for 

dynamic object modelling. There are two common types: sequence and communication interaction 

diagrams 

The components that are involved in sequence diagrams are:  

 Lifeline boxes 

 A found message  

 Synchronous message  

 Asynchronous message 

 Execution specification bar 
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 Frame with guard expression 

The components that are involved in communication interaction diagrams are:  

 Objects  

 Links 

 Messages 

 Sequence numbers 

 Conditional messages 

 Looping or iteration messages 

 

 

 

PART B 

1.Write short notes on adapter, singleton factory and observer patterns (4*4=16) 

Gang of Four patterns are foundation of all other pattern. 

Design patterns are recurring to software design problems. 

Adapter: 

It is used to convert the programming interface of one class into that of another 

Problem: How to resolve 

Solution 

 

 

2. Design the Model and Creating Design Class Diagrams. 

 

-When to Create DCDs  

-Example DCD  

-DCD and UP  

-Domain Model vs. Design Model Classes 

-DCDs, Drawing, and CASE Tools  

-DCDs within the UP 

3.What are concepts involved in domain refinement? 

-Generalization 

-Defining Conceptual Super classes and Subclasses 

-Class Hierarchies and Inheritance 

-Aggregation and Composition  

-Examples 

 

 

4. Designing the Use-Case Realizations with GoF Design Patterns. APRIL/MAY-2011 
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-Analysis" Discoveries during Design: Domain Model  

-Factory  

-Singleton  

-Conclusion of the External Services with Varying Interfaces Problem 3 

-Strategy  

-Composite  

-Facade  

5. Illustrate with an example, the relationship between sequence and use case diagrams.(AU 

APR/MAY 2011) 

A system sequence diagram (SSD) is a picture that shows, for a particular scenario of a use 

case, the events that external actors generate, their order, and inter-system events. All systems 

are treated as a black box; the emphasis of the diagram is events that cross the system boundary 

from actors to systems. 

System Events and the System Boundary 

To identify system events, it is necessary to be clear on the choice of system boundary. For the 

purposes of software development, the system boundary is usually chosen to be the software 

(and possibly hardware) system itself; in this context, a system event is an external event that 

directly stimulates the software . 

Consider the Process Sale use case to identify system events. First, we must determine the actors 

that directly interact with the software system. The customer interacts with the cashier, but for 

this simple cash-only scenario, does not directly interact with the POS system—only the cashier 

does. Therefore, the customer is not a generator of system events; only the cashier is. 

Naming System Events and Operations 

System events (and their associated system operations) should be expressed at the level of intent 

rather than in terms of the physical input medium or interface widget level. It also improves clarity to 

start the name of a system event with a verb (add..., enter..., end..., make...),  since it emphasizes the 

command orientation of these events.Thus "enteritem" is better than "scan" (that is, laser scan) 

because it captures the intent of the operation while remaining abstract and noncommittal with 

respect to design choices about what interface is used to capture the system event. 

Showing Use Case Text 

It is sometimes desirable to show at least fragments of use case text for the scenario,to clarify or 

enhance the two views .The text provides the details and context; the diagram visually 

summarizes the interaction. 

SSDs and the Glossary 

The terms shown in SSDs (operations, parameters, return data) are terse. These  may need proper 

explanation so that during design work it is clear what is coming in and going out. If this was not 

explicated in the use cases, the Glossary could be used. However, as always when discussing the 

creation of artifacts other than code (the heart of the project), be suspicious. There should be 
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some truly meaningful use or decision made with the Glossary data, otherwise it is simply low-

value unnecessary work. 

 

 

 

 6. Explain in detail about UML sequence diagrams.(AU MAY/JUNE 2013) 
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System Sequence Diagram 1 

‰ System sequence diagram a picture that shows, for one particular scenario of a use case,the events that 

external actors generate, their order, and inter-system events.  

•All systems are treated as a black box; the emphasis of the diagram is events that cross the system 

boundary from actors to systems. 

POS Operation Contract  

‰ Contract CO2: enterItem 

•Operation: enterItem(itemID: ItemID, quantity: integer)  

•Cross References: Use Cases: Process Sale 

•Preconditions: There is a sale underway. 

•Postconditions: 

 ŠA SalesLineItem instance sli was created (instance  

               creation). 

 Šsli was associated with the current Sale (association  
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               formed). 

 Šsli.quantity became quantity (attribute modification). 

 Šsli was associated with a ProductDescription, based on  

               itemID match (association formed).  

 

Sections of a Contract  

‰ Operation: Name of operation, and parameters 

‰ Cross References: Use cases this operation can occur  

within 

‰ Preconditions: Noteworthy assumptions about the state  

of the system or objects in the Domain Model before  

execution of the operation.  

‰ Postconditions: The state of objects in the Domain  

Model after completion of the operation.  

 

 

System Operations 1 

‰ System operations 

 The system as a black box component offers in its public  

interface.  

 can be identified while sketching SSDs 

 SSDs show system events or I/O messages relative to the  

system. 

 

     Postconditions  
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UNIT V 

CODING AND TESTING 

PART A 

 
1.Define testing. 

Testing is the process of using suitable test cases to evaluate and ensure the quality of a product by 

removing or sorting out the errors and discrepancies. It is also used to ensure that the product has not 

regressed (such as, breaking a feature that previously worked).Testing involves various types and levels 

based on the type of object/product under test. Testing can be described as a process used for revealing 

defects in software, and for establishing that the software has attained a specified degree of quality with 

respect to selected attributes. 

2.What is test driven development? 

Unit testing code is written before the code to be tested, and the developer writes unit testing code for all 

production code. Ie, the basic method is to write a test code, then write a little production code, make it 

pass the test, then write some more test code and so forth. 

3.What is refactoring? 

Refactoring is a structured, disciplined method to rewrite or restructure existing code without changing its 

external behaviour, applying small transformation steps combined with re-executing tests at each step. 

Refactoring is another extreme programming (XP) step applicable to all iterative methods. 

4.What are the issues in object oriented testing? 

Specify product requirements long before testing commences 

Understand the users of the software, with use cases  

Develop a testing plan that emphasizes “rapid cycle testing 

Build robust software that is designed to test itself  

Conduct formal technical reviews to assess test strategy and test cases 

5.What are the steps in object oriented testing? 

Because the OO analysis and design models are similar in structure and content to the resultant OO 

program, “testing” begins with the review of these models. Once code has been generated, OO testing 

begins “in the small” with class testing. As classes are integrated to form a subsystem, thread-based, use-

based, and cluster testing are applied to fully exercise collaborating classes. Finally, use-cases are used 

to uncover errors at the software validation level. 

6.What is the need for testing a code? 
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The programmers and the testers have to execute the program before it gets to the customer with the 

specific intent of removing all errors, so that the customer will not experience the frustration associated 

with a poor-quality product. In order to find the highest possible number of errors, tests must be 

conducted systematically and test cases must be designed using disciplined techniques. 

7.What is class testing? 

This deals with checking how the class (smallest testable unit) reacts to a scenario. These test 

integrations are for classes and they determine how a class reacts to being created and how each of its 

methods reacts to being called in a typical system scenario. The test should determine if the calling of 

any methods has undesirable side effects for other methods. 

8.What is random class testing? 

In random class testing, the classes or the methods of a class can be tested using random test cases in a 

random sequence. The test process need not follow a procedure or a finite set of test cases for the methods 

of a class. 

9.Explain object oriented system testing. 

System Testing is the process of removing the test harness and combining the integrated classes, and 

testing the system as a whole. 

10.Explain about object oriented integration testing. 

Integration testing is the process of testing the classes in combination with other classes. If everything 

works as expected then it is termed that the class has passed the test. In this test methodology, the test 

cases and classes that create errors or are faulty can be removed and replaced with correct and working 

classes. 

11.What is a test harness? 

A test harness is an environment into which a software component can be placed and tested using test 

cases. If a class under test does not interact with any other classes, then the test harness consist of a main 

program and the class under test. If the class interacts with other classes then the test harness consists of 

the main program, the class under test and dummy class to replace the other classes. 

 

 

12.Compare system testing and integration testing. 

In integration testing, the product is divided into smaller subsystems and tested separately. They may be 

combined with other subsystems and tested. 

In system testing the test data and the classes are combined as one and tested as a whole to find out how 

the entire system works in the test or launch environment. 
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13.What are test cases? When we say test case is effective? 

The usual approach to detecting defects in a piece of software is for the tester to select a set of input data 

and then execute the software with the input data under a particular set of conditions. The tester bundles 

this information into an item called test case. 

 A greater probability of detecting defects 

 A more efficient use of organizational resources 

 A higher probability for test reuse 

 Closer adherence to testing and project schedules and budgets 

 The possibility for delivery of a higher-quality software product 

14.What is validation and verification? 

Validation is the process of evaluating a software system or component during, or at the end of the 

development cycle in order to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements.  

Validation is usually associated with traditional execution based testing, that is exercising the code with 

test cases. 

 

15.How is class testing different from conventional testing? 

Conventional testing focuses on input-process-output, whereas class testing focuses on each method, 

then designing sequences of methods to exercise states of a class. In conventional testing methods the 

test cases are applied and the output is focused on ie, enter the input and wait for the valid and correct 

output. If there is a false output then it signifies the occurrence of an error.In class testing the methods of 

the classes under test is subjected to various test cases in a suitable test environment. 

16.Explain about thread based, cluster based, and use based testing in Integration testing. 

Thread-based testing – testing of all classes which are required to respond to one system input or event 

Use-based testing – in this the independent classes are tested first and the dependent classes are tested 

later. 

Cluster testing - groups of collaborating classes are tested for interaction errors 

17.Explain about GUI testing. 

Graphical user interface testing is the process o testing the look, presentation and the feel of the software 

under test. It involves using test cases so as to make the interface and the usage of the application under 

test, more easy to use. 

18.Why do conventional top down and bottom up integration testing methods have less meaning in 

an object oriented context? 
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Basic object oriented software does not have a hierarchical control structure, hence top down approach 

and bottom up approach of testing is of less use in testing. Therefore, thread based, use based and cluster 

based testing methods are incorporated for performing integration testing. 

19.What is the test case design for object oriented software? 

White-box testing methods can be applied to testing the code used to implement class operations. In this 

the code and the methods used in the algorithms can be tested. Black-box testing methods are 

appropriate for testing OO systems. In black box testing only the interface and the structure of the code 

can be tested. 

20.When does testing of a product/scenario end? 

Practically, testing is a process that never ends. This can be expressed in three ways. 

 The burden of ensuring quality to a product simply shifts from the developer to the tester 

and then to the customer.  

 Testing is done when you run out of time or money. 

 Use a statistical model: 

Assume that errors decay logarithmically with testing time 

Measure the number of errors in a unit period 

Fit these measurements to a logarithmic curve  

 

  PART- B 

1.Explain the operation of Mapping Designs to Code. APRIL/MAY-2011 

- Programming and the Development Process  

-Mapping Designs to Code  

-Creating Class Definitions from DCDs  

-Creating Methods from Interaction Diagrams  

-Container/Collection Classes in Code  

-Exceptions and Error Handling  

-Defining the Sale--makeLineItem Method  

-Order of Implementation  

-Test-First Programming 

 

2. Explain Class Testing 

 Smallest testable unit is the encapsulated class 

Test each operation as part of a class hierarchy  

because its class hierarchy defines its context of use 

Approach: 

Test each method (and constructor) within a class 

Test the state behavior (attributes) of the class between methods 

How is class testing different from conventional testing? 
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Conventional testing focuses on input-process-output,  

whereas class testing focuses on each method, then designing sequences of methods to 

exercise states of a class 

But white-box testing can still be applied  

 

3. Explain Integration Testing 

 OO does not have a hierarchical control structure so conventional top-down and bottom-

up integration tests have little meaning 

Integration applied three different incremental strategies: 

Thread-based testing: integrates classes required to respond to one input or event 

Use-based testing: integrates classes required by one use case 

Cluster testing: integrates classes required to demonstrate one collaboration 

 

4. Detail about OO System Testing 

 Software may be part of a larger system. This often leads to “finger pointing” by other 

system dev teams 

Finger pointing defence: 

Design error-handling paths that test external information 

Conduct a series of tests that simulate bad data 

Record the results of tests to use as evidence 

Types of System Testing: 

Recovery testing: how well and quickly does the system recover from faults 

Security testing: verify that protection mechanisms built into the system will protect 

from unauthorized access (hackers, disgruntled employees, fraudsters) 

Stress testing: place abnormal load on the system 

Performance testing: investigate the run-time performance within the context of an 

integrated system  

 
5. List out the various issues in OO Testing. 

 Testing Steps: 

 Determine what the test is supposed to measure  

 Decide how to carry out the tests  

 Develop the test cases  

 Determine the expected results of each test (test oracle)  

 Execute the tests Å Compare results to the test oracle 

            Issues: 

           Because object interaction is essential to O-O systems, integration testing must be more  

           extensive  

            Inheritance makes testing more difficult by requiring more contexts (all sub classes) for  

            testing an inherited module 

 

6.What is testing and what is the need for testing? Explain the different types of Testing. 

 Testing: 

 Object-oriented systems are built out of two or more interrelated objects 

 Determining the correctness of O-O systems requires testing the methods that change or 

 communicate the state of an object  
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 Testing methods in an object-oriented system is similar to testing subprograms in process-

oriented systems 

 Need for Testing: 

 A test case is a set of inputs to the system  

 Successfully testing a system hinges on selecting representative test cases  

 Poorly chosen test cases may fail to illuminate the faults in a system  

 In most systems exhaustive testing is impossible, so a white box or black box testing strategy is 

 typically selected 

 Types Of Testing: 

  Black box testing 

  White box testing 

  Unit testing 

  System testing 

  Integration testing 

 

7. Explain in detail about Class testing with example. 
Object-Oriented Testing Techniques 

Grey Box Testing 

The different types of test cases that can be designed for testing object-oriented programs are called grey box 

test cases. Some of the important types of grey box testing are: 

State model based testing : This encompasses state coverage, state transition coverage, and state transition path 

coverage. 

Use case based testing : Each scenario in each use case is tested. 

Class diagram based testing : Each class, derived class, associations, and aggregations are tested. 

Sequence diagram based testing : The methods in the messages in the sequence diagrams are tested. 
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